1. Introduction and background. Swedish exhibits long-distance dependencies in which an antecedent outside of a relative clause (RC) is associated with an RC-internal gap. The phenomenon, also familiar from Danish and Norwegian, is called relative clause extraction (RCE), and is of interest from a theoretical perspective since it seems to violate purportedly universal locality conditions (i.e. the Complex NP Constraint (Ross 1967) , Subjacency (Chomsky 1973 ) and the Phase Impenetrability Condition (Chomsky 2001) ).
Some recent analyses of Scandinavian RCE rely on the assumption that extraction is possible only from subject RCs (Kush, Omaki & Hornstein 2013) , or that extraction from subject RCs should be analyzed differently than extraction from non-subject RCs (Platzack 2014) . Common to these two accounts is that they argue that the relation between the (apparent) RC head and RC complementizer in subject RCs is not mediated by anĀ-dependency.
In this paper, I show that extraction is possible from non-subject RCs as well, and argue that examples like (1) involve twoĀ-dependencies.
( Some similar examples have been noted by Engdahl (1997 ), Koch Christensen (1982 , and others, but here I present new evidence from crossover, connectivity effects, and parasitic gap licensing, showing that both of the dependencies pattern withĀ-movement with respect to these properties. A common distinction in previous research on syntactic locality is that between strong and weak islands. Strong islands are structures out of which no extraction is possible, whereas weak islands are structures out of which some, but not all, phrases can be extracted (Szabolcsi 2006, p. 480) . One proposal for the analysis of weak islands is the algebraic approach. Here, weak islands are taken to be a semantic phenomenon: Phrases that can be extracted denote individuals, which can be collected into sets that form Boolean algebras. Extraction of phrases that denote non-individuals, which cannot be collected into such sets, yields weak island violations (Szabolcsi 2006) . RCs are commonly taken to be the prototypical example of strong islands, making Scandinavian RCE unexpected.
Against this background we may ask two questions: 1. How are examples like (1), with extraction from non-subject RCs, derived? 2. Which kinds of phrases can be extracted from non-subject RCs?
2. TwoĀ-movement dependencies.Ā-movement is commonly associated with a number of characteristics: it creates a gap, it is apparently unbounded, it licenses parasitic gaps, it induces crossover effects and connectivity effects, and it is sensitive to islands. Examples (2)-(5) demonstrate that both the dependency between the RC-external antecedent and the RC-internal gap, and the dependency creating the RC, have characteristics ofĀ-movement. Note that (4) and (5) show that relativization patterns withĀ-movement even when a phrase is extracted from the RC.
2.3. SUMMING UP. 3. Analysis. Given the observations in §2, I propose that Swedish RCs have multiple CP specifiers, and that movement to the outer specifier is driven by discourse-related features.
3.1. MULTIPLE CP-SPECIFIERS. Chomsky (2001) introduces the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC), which is commonly employed to account for locality conditions on movement.
Phase Impenetrability Condition
The domain of H is not accessible to operations outside HP; only H and its edge are accessible to such operations (Chomsky 2001, p. 13) .
Assuming that CP is a phase, we are forced to conclude that relative C in Swedish must tolerate multiple specifiers. In (6) we see an intermediate step in the derivation of (1). The RC-operator moves to the first Spec-CP, and the extracted phrase to an outer Spec-CP.
CP max
TP hon kan skrämma t k med t i 3.2. WHICH PHRASES CAN BE EXTRACTED? Topics of various types can be extracted (cf. Engdahl & Lindahl 2014), both DP arguments as in (1), PP arguments as in (7), and adjuncts as in (8).
But not just any phrase can move out of the RC (9). 'I don't know of anyone that I can call that late.' The extracted phrase has to be linked to the discourse. This is also true of individual-level phrases (11) 4. Concluding remarks. The paper shows that extraction from non-subject RCs involves twō A-movement dependencies. Swedish RCs are a species of weak islands, but Szabolcsi's algebraic approach cannot easily be extended to account for them, since the analysis of the Swedish data needs to involve features that relate to the discourse context. An analysis in terms of multiple specifiers of these RCs captures the data, but we no longer have an explanation for the difference between languages like mainland Scandinavian and English. This raises questions for a purely phase-based account of island phenomena.
